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Our Information Gateway at Your Finger Tips
From the very first discussions
amongst the Trustees and Staff at
the MS Therapy Centre it was
decided that the Centre’s new web
presence was going to be more
than just an electronic brochure
for the Centre and after 12 long
months of collaboration,
collection, collation and checking
we think we have succeeded.
Our Information Gateway is a
new approach in the way that we
are providing not only a platform
for the public awareness of the
Centre and it’s Facilities but a place
for support for our Clients.
Easy to use, clarity of information
over design and able to remain
current, these were also criteria
that were required to be fulfilled.
The Gateway is divided into just
6 section headings, which will
remain unchanged. Under these
headings nearly all of the information for each particular section is
easily available as a list of FAQ’s.

Our Administration Forms are
available to be downloaded,
printed and completed off the
premises prior to a consultation
and our Newsletters and Centre
Information sheets are also there
to be downloaded and available to
be read at leisure.
National and International News
Feeds are available on the new
Gateway to keep up to date with
all that is MS and our YouTube
Channel will be hosting relevant
information videos and live events
as and when they become
available.
The Centre has also specifically
commissioned a unique audio
experience called The Enchanted
Forest which can be used to help
with Relaxation and Meditation. A
short clip can be listened to and if
you wish the full 60 mins version
can be then downloaded from the
Gateway for personal use as a CD
or on a mobile player.

Overleaf there is a full schematic
layout of all the information that is
currently available on the new
Gateway with the majority of it a
maximum of only three clicks away
from the WELCOME page. We
hope all you agree that this is a big
step forward for us and a much
needed addition to our facilities.
Susan Husband - Manager

Follow Us on Facebook
Our Facebook page is to become
tightly integrated with the
Gateway as the platform for all
of our community information
and event notifications.
It will also be the place where
we will post any information that
may have an affect on the day to
day running of the Centre.
We ask that if possible Clients
follow us on Facebook and use it
to check for any Centre Notices.

Gateway Accessibility for Everyone
Although the Wolverhampton MS Therapy Centre Information Gateway has been designed to be clear in
information and easy to navigate with some added facilities to aid accessibility and usability, the different
technologies and platforms used in aiding the viewing of websites by disabled users is now so diverse
that it is out of the capabilities of the Wolverhampton MS Therapy Centre’s limited
resources and its Administration Team’s expertise to include or to explain every
option available. We have therefore listed below two excellent alternative
websites that fully explain how the various settings of most viewing
platforms can be further altered to aid the individual user.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/accessibility/guides/
https://ucan.co.uk/accessibility-2/
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WELCOME
THE CENTRE

Featured Links - inc a Link to the Centre’s Facebook Page

Finding Your Way Around
Navigating the Information Gateway

FAQ - About the Centre’s Administration Structure
FAQ - Our own Charitable Status and being a member of the MSNTC
FAQ - Contributions and Payments
FAQ - Associated Centres
FAQ - Our Partners and Affiliations
FAQ - About Fundraising and Giving Donations - Donation and Gift Aid Form

DOWNLOADS

FAQ - About Volunteering for Us
FAQ - Our GDPR Information and Form Downloads - Downloads for all Forms
TREATMENT
(inc Video)

DOWNLOADS

FAQ - About the Oxygen and the Air that We Breathe
FAQ - What actually is Oxygen Treatment ?
FAQ - What is Multiple Sclerosis ?
FAQ - About Oxygen Treatment and Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
FAQ - Can Oxygen Treatment Help with other Conditions ?
FAQ - How is the Oxygen Treatment Administered and How Long does it Take ?

DOWNLOAD

FAQ - Do I have to be Referred to the Centre by my Doctor ?
FAQ - How do I make an Appointment - Treatment Times - Application Form

THERAPY

DOWNLOAD

Introduction to Therapies available at the Centre that can help Physically
FAQ - About the Importance of Physiotherapy
FAQ - What is Reflexology ?
FAQ - What are the Benefits of Massage Therapy ?
FAQ - About the Centre’s Specialist Exercise Equipment and Routines
FAQ - What is Body Management at the Bradley Wing ?
Introduction to Therapies available at the Centre that can help Psychologically
FAQ - Explain Meditation - Audio Clip - The Enchanted Forest Download Mp3

DOWNLOAD

FAQ - What is Tai Chi ?
FAQ - What are the Benefits of Reiki ?
FAQ - Explain Cognitive Therapy
SUPPORT

FAQ - The Support we offer Clients and Our Events
FAQ - About the Carer Support we Offer
FAQ - Our Support for the Family
FAQ - Our Events Listing
FAQ - Useful Contacts who can Help
FAQ - About our Newsletters and Information Sheets - All Support Downloads

CONTACT US

DOWNLOADS

FAQ - Where We Are - Administration Opening Times
FAQ - Directions if You are Arriving by Car - Map
FAQ - Directions if You are Arriving by Bus - Map
FAQ - Directions if You are Arriving by Train - Map
FAQ - Mooring Facilities if You are Arriving by Boat - Map

FOOTER

The Centre’s Website Accessibility Guidelines - External Web Links

WEB LINKS

